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LeLudion’s “Credit Card” Organ
Eve Chaillat

L

eLudion, manufacturers of Limonaire organs and the
Orgues de Barbarie have announced a new form of music
media for their newly-announced line of organs. The
organ is a 32-key organ with two stops (flutes and bourdons),
double bases with a total of 57 pipes. The organs feature bellows as do original street organs but the music is controlled by

a memory card (which also controls the stops) instead of the traditional barrel, book or roll. The card is very similar in size and
shape to a common “credit card.”

Members in the News!

Figure 1. Philippe Crasse is surrounded by two LeLudion employees,
David and Elian, who are holding the newly-designed memory card. The
organ shown is the 32-key Baladin à colonnes organ.

The purpose of this type of card is to miniaturize memory
and to make it as interchangeable as the cardboard book or roll.
The card is easy to engrave and the cards can be in four, six or
12 minute increments (12 minutes equals 44 meters of cardboard book). Therefore, it is very convenient for classical music
such as that composed by Bach, Mozart or Strauss with large
tunes (and long chain perforations which make traditional
books/rolls unstable).
An advantage of the music is that the customer pays only
for the arrangement (artistic part of the work). It is easy to
make up a tune list, customized for each customer. There are
1800 tunes available and the available tunes can be found on
LeLudion's web site (www.notre-repertoire.com).
Another “advantage” of this type of music-playing media is
that the music is not automatic but rather fluctuates according
to the cranking of the street organists—i.e. cranking slowly will
produce slower music and faster will produce, yes, faster music.
The traditional MIDI system does not allow for this ability to
add inflection.
There are four styles of organs featuring this card playing
system. The one in Figure 1 is the Baladin à colonnes organ
which retails currently for 8,400 Euros.
Eve Chaillet (and husband Philippe) have produced
several small street organs of high quality. The two of them
have been involved with organ production for 30 years.

Stratford resident Ken Vinen stands next to the newest addition to his collection, a Wurlitzer Military Band which he brought to the Canada Day
celebration in Market Square. Build in 1923, the instrument contains 200
pipes and runs on paper rolls similar to a player piano.
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